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	Re-architect relational applications to NoSQL, integrate relational database management systems with the Hadoop ecosystem, and transform and migrate relational data to and from Hadoop components. This book covers the best-practice design approaches to re-architecting your relational applications and transforming your relational data to optimize concurrency, security, denormalization, and performance.


	Winner of IBM’s 2012 Gerstner Award for his implementation of big data and data warehouse initiatives and author of Practical Hadoop Security, author Bhushan Lakhe walks you through the entire transition process. First, he lays out the criteria for deciding what blend of re-architecting, migration, and integration between RDBMS and HDFS best meets your transition objectives. Then he demonstrates how to design your transition model.


	Lakhe proceeds to cover the selection criteria for ETL tools, the implementation steps for migration with SQOOP- and Flume-based data transfers, and transition optimization techniques for tuning partitions, scheduling aggregations, and redesigning ETL. Finally, he assesses the pros and cons of data lakes and Lambda architecture as integrative solutions and illustrates their implementation with real-world case studies.


	Hadoop/NoSQL solutions do not offer by default certain relational technology features such as role-based access control, locking for concurrent updates, and various tools for measuring and enhancing performance. Practical Hadoop Migration shows how to use open-source tools to emulate such relational functionalities in Hadoop ecosystem components.


	What You'll Learn

	
		Decide whether you should migrate your relational applications to big data technologies or integrate them
	
		Transition your relational applications to Hadoop/NoSQL platforms in terms of logical design and physical implementation
	
		Discover RDBMS-to-HDFS integration, data transformation, and optimization techniques
	
		Consider when to use Lambda architecture and data lake solutions 
	
		Select and implement Hadoop-based components and applications to speed transition, optimize integrated performance, and emulate relational functionalities



	Who This Book Is For


	Database developers, database administrators, enterprise architects, Hadoop/NoSQL developers, and IT leaders. Its secondary readership is project and program managers and advanced students of database and management information systems.
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From Atom Optics to Quantum Simulation: Interacting Bosons and Fermions in Three-Dimensional Optical Lattice Potentials (Springer Theses)Springer, 2012

	This thesis explores ultracold quantum gases of bosonic and fermionic atoms in optical lattices. The highly controllable experimental setting discussed in this work, has opened the door to new insights into static and dynamical properties of ultracold quantum matter. One of the highlights reported here is the development and application of a...
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iPhone Photography and Video For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Get the most out of your iPhone's camera and video capabilities with this full-color reference!


	The iPhone's integrated camera is ideal for snapshots and video on the go. Written by a professional photographer and Mac expert, this handy, full-color guide shows you how to get the most out of your iPhone camera's...
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Herb Gardening For Dummies (For Dummies (Home & Garden))For Dummies, 2010

	A plain-English guide to the world of herb gardening


	Starting an herb garden isn't free, but it certainly outweighs the growing costs of buying retail herbs. Plus, adding homegrown ingredients to your meals is a healthy and tasty way to improve upon any dish you whip up at home.


	This friendly, hands-on guide is an...
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Active Defense: A Comprehensive Guide to Network SecuritySybex, 2001
Today's networks incorporate more security features than ever before, yet
hacking grows more common and more severe. Technology alone is not the
answer. You need the knowledge to select and deploy the technology
effectively, and the guidance of experts to develop a comprehensive plan that
keeps your organization two steps ahead...
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Programming Languages and Systems: 9th Asian Symposium, APLAS 2011, Kenting, Taiwan, December 5-7, 2011Springer, 2011

	Traditional software verification algorithms work by using a
	combination of Floyd-Hoare Logics, Model Checking and Abstract Interpretation,
	to check and infer suitable program invariants. However, these
	techniques are problematic in the presence of complex but ubiquitous
	constructs like generic data structures, first-class functions....
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National Self-Determination and Justice in Multinational States (Studies in Global Justice)Springer, 2009
Substate nationalism, especially in the past fifteen years, has noticeably affected the political and territorial stability of many countries, both democratic and democratizing. Norms exist to limit the behavior of collective agents in relation to individuals; the set of universally accepted human rights provides a basic framework. There is a...
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